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Descriptive OceanographyDuring the Frontal Air-Sea
Interaction Experiment' Medium- to Large-Scale Variability
GEORGER. HALLIWELL, JR., • PETER CORNILLON,2 KENNETH H. BRINK, 3 RAYMOND T. POLLARD,4
DAVID L. EVANS,5 LLOYD a. REGIER,6 JOHN M. TOOLE,3 AND RAYMOND W. SCHMITT3
Medium- and large-scaleoceanographicvariability in the SargassoSea is examined during the
Frontal Air-Sea Interaction Experiment (FASINEX), focusingprimarily on processesthat influence
the formation of subtropicalfronts. From Fall to Spring the mean meridional gradient of meridional
Ekman transport in the SubtropicalConvergenceZone (STCZ) enhancesthe meridional sea surface
temperature(Ts) gradientsbetween26ø and 32øN.In the presenceof this enhancedmean gradient,
baroclinic eddies with zonal wavelengthsof =800 km and periods of =200 days exert the dominant
influenceon the formation of subtropicalfronts at medium and large scales.These eddies generate
westwardpropagatingTs anomalyfeatureswith the samedominantwavelengthsandperiods.They are
confinedbetween26øand 32øNand have amplitudesthat occasionallyexceed +_IøC. Ts fronts tend to
be found within bands =200 km wide that roughly follow the periphery of these anomaly features.
Deformation in the horizontal eddy current field is primarily responsiblefor the existence of these
frontal bands. The migrationof the strongfront originally bracketedby the FASINEX moored array
was related to the westward propagationof the larger-scaleeddy/anomaly/frontal-bandpattern. The
moored array was located within a warm-anomaly feature during most of the experiment, which
producedexceptionallywarm conditionsin the upper ocean. These anomaliesare confinedbetween

26øand32øN,not onlybecause
the relativelylargeseasonal
meanTsythereallowshorizontaleddy
currentsto force stronganomalies,but also becausethe barocliniceddieswith wavelengthsof =800
km and periods of =200 days are confinedto the STCZ. Large meridional variability exists in many
propertiesof the eddy field, much of which can be traced to the influenceof the SargassoSea mean
current field on eddy variability.

A brief review of properties of subtropical fronts determined from studies conducted prior to FASINEX is presented in section 2. The medium- and large-scale variability
The Frontal Air-Sea Interaction Experiment (FASINEX)
was designed to study air-sea interaction processesin the of Ts, fronts, wind stress,and wind stresscud fields during
vicinity of an oceanic surfacetemperaturefront, specifically FASINEX is then examined in section 3, focusing first on
the subtropical front within the SargassoSea Subtropical monthly mean properties, then on six 5-day intervals during
ConvergenceZone (STCZ), over wavelengthsless than lea FASINEX phase II. In section 4, dynamical processes
km. Information on the larger-scale background variability responsiblefor the observed medium- and large-scale variability of upper ocean temperature and fronts are described,
of the ocean relevant to the FASINEX
measurements was
also collected to aid in the interpretation of these measure- primarily synthesizingthe results from several studies conducted as part of FASINEX.
ments. In this paper the variability of sea surface temperature (Ts) and surface temperature fronts over horizontal
wavelengthsof o(lea) to o(lea0) km (henceforthreferred to
2.
BACKGROUND
as medium- and large-scalevariability) and periodsof o(lea)
Since the FASINEX region (Figure 1) is located in the
days (henceforth referred to as low-frequency variability) is
southwestern
part of the North Atlantic subtropical gyre,
examined in the FASINEX region. Another goal is to
long-term
mean
flow due to the gyre circulation is expected
connect the large-scale oceanographicclimatology of the
to be toward the west and southwest, with speedsincreasing
region describedby Hanson et al. [this issue]to the smallertoward the north and west as the Gulf Stream recirculation
scale ocean measurementsdescribedin other papers in this
region is approached [e.g., Storereel et al., 1976; Olson et
issue.
al., 1984]. However, the existence of a zonal band of mean
eastward current in the Sargasso Sea a few degrees of
1.
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been documented in the western North Pacific STCZ [e.g.,
Uda and Hasunuma, 1969]. Long-term mean conditions in
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the upper ocean and at the air-sea interface are discussedin
more detail by Hanson et al. [this issue].
The Ts field imposed by surface vertical heat flux is
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Fig. 1. Domains used for the analyses of medium- and largescale variability. The box outlined by short dashed lines was used
for FASINEX T s analyses [Halliwell and Cornilion, 1990a] and
frontal path analyses (E. B6hm et al., manuscript in preparation,
1991). The box outlined by solid lines was used for the long-term
1982-1988 analysesof Ts [Halliwell et al., 1991]. The box outlined
by long dashed lines is the 12ø by 12ø box used for the descriptive
oceanic climatology presented by Hanson et al. [this issue]. The
locations of FASINEX moorings (top) F1, (center) F2-F10, and
(bottom) F12 are shown by the squares. The primary ship-ofopportunity track [Halliwell, 1991] is shown by the solid straight
line.

dominated by very large wavelengths (>>1000 km). Physical processesthen act upon this imposedbackgroundTs field
to generate surface temperature fronts a few kilometers
wide. During winter, when the magnitude of the background
T s gradient is relatively large, the fronts that form can have
temperature jumps of up to 3øC within 10 km, and they can
exceed 1000 km in length [Voorhis and Hersey, 1964;
Voorhis, 1969]. Such a front was selected for study during
FASINEX. Physical processes generating these fronts act
over several decades of wave number space, with their
relative importance varying as a function of wave number
and frequency. During summer, when the background Ts
gradient is small, surface temperature fronts are weak or
nonexistent, and generally cannot be observed in satellite
infrared images. However, studies conducted in the North
Pacific STCZ [e.g., Roden, 1975; White et al., 1978] show
that salinity fronts do not disappear in summer, and they also
show that temperature fronts do not disappear in summer
beneath the shallow mixed layer. Consequently, many of the
physical processesresponsiblefor winter frontogenesismust
also operate during summer, with the absence of strong
summer Ts fronts resulting largely from the weak background surface gradient.
In climatological mean Ts fields, the surface subtropical
front appears as a zonal band of enhancedmeridional Ts
gradient that is a few degrees of latitude wide [e.g., Roden,
1975]. This broad frontal band will be referred to here as the

subtropical frontal zone (SFZ) to distinguish it from actual
fronts. White et al. [1978] used historicaltemperature data to
describe the seasonaland interannual large-scale variability
of the North

Pacific

SFZ

from

1954 to

1974.

Based

on

estimates of the zonal 0/200 dbar geostrophic shear, he
determined

that the frontal

zone near the western

FASINEX

North Pacific was strongest (had the largest magnitude
meridional temperature and density gradients) and farthest
north in spring, and was weakest and farthest south in fall.
The magnitude of this seasonalvariability decreasedtoward
the east. Significant interannual variability in the seasonal
cycle was also documented, with the SFZ tending to be
strongerduring E1Nifio years. A similar detailed study of the
western North Atlantic SFZ and its variability at these
wavelengthsand periods did not exist prior to FASINEX. In
the monthly meridional cross sections of temperature in the
Sargasso Sea presented by Schroeder [1965], the frontal

,

_

30øN
-

DURING

end of the

was

located

between

25 ø and

30øN

from

October

through May. The relatively weak near-surface meridional
Ts gradients, along with the temperature perturbationsdue
to the presence of baroclinic eddies, made it difficult to
identify the frontal zone during summer.
In the presence of mean negative meridional temperature
gradient near the surface, the mean negative meridional
gradient of meridional Ekman transport that exists in the
STCZ

between

the westerlies

to the north

and the trade

winds to the south has long been considered a primary
generationmechanismfor subtropical fronts, and theoretical
studiesof this mechanismhave been presentedby De Szoeke
[1980], Welander [1981], and Cushman-Roisin [1981]. For
simplicity, this mechanism will be referred to as Ekman
frontogenesis.Roden [1975] showed how the mean SFZ in
the Pacific was located near the latitude where the negative
meridional gradient of mean meridional Ekman transport
was largest. The significance of this process is also confirmed by other observational studies [e.g., Roden, 1980;
Roden and Paskausky, 1978]. Other processesmay also be
important, however. For example, Cushman-Roisin [1981]
points out that the cold (warm) wind-driven heat advection
tends to decrease (increase) the magnitude of the temperature jump acrossthe mixed layer base to the north (south) of
the SFZ.

This will

influence

the meridional

distribution

of

mixed layer entrainment, and thus the strength and meridional symmetry of the SFZ. Even more significant are the
models of De Ruijter [1983] and Cushman-Roisin [1984] that
illustrate two mechanisms by which horizontal gradients of
vertical heat fluxes can lead to frontogenesis. Also, the
numerical model of Takeuchi [1984] was capable of generating a SFZ in the absence of Ekman frontogenesis, indicating
that other (unidentified) processesmust be producing frontogenesisin the model.
As smaller space and time scalesare resolved by data, the
observed structure and variability of fronts in the STCZ
becomes much more complex. This is illustrated for space
scales in the North Pacific STCZ by the superposition of
salinity maps created from data sets with different resolution
by Niiler and Reynolds [1984]. At wavelengths of O(1000)
km, the enhanced salinity gradients associatedwith the SFZ
appeared as a broad zonal band, just as for temperature. As
wavelengths down through O(100) km to O(10) km become
resolved, highly convoluted isohalines and salinity fronts
appear in the maps within the SFZ. Within frontal zones
such as the SFZ, one or more fronts are often observed, and
these fronts can at times be highly convoluted. These
characteristics of frontal variability were observed in the
eastern North Pacific SFZ by Samelson and Paulson [1988].
Fedorov [1983] has discussed this scale dependence of
frontal properties.
Although the FASINEX region was located within a
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broad, zonally oriented minimum of eddy energy [e.g.,
Dantzler, 1977; Emery, 1983; Robinson et al., 1983], the
eddy field at the FASINEX site, which has been studied in a
number of earlier experiments [e.g., MODE Group, 1978;
Taft et al., 1986; Chiu and Desaubies, 1987] is still strong
enough to substantiallyinfluence subtropicalfronts. Voorhis
et al. [1976] demonstrated how horizontal circulation around
mesoscale (O(100) km) baroclinic eddies influenced the
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of GeophysicalResearch, 1991). Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC) wind fields were used in all of the above
studies, with 5-day averaged maps of wind and wind stress
createdat the sametimes as the T• maps.
3.2.

Monthly Averaged Fields

The 5-day Ts maps created for the long-term studies are
used here to describe the medium- and large-scale upper
location and strength of Ts fronts during MODE. These ocean variability during FASINEX. To facilitate the comcurrents advected existing fronts, and the deformation parisonbetween the maps presentedhere and the climatologpresent in this current field produced local regions of fron- ical maps presented by Hanson et al. [this issue], the fields
togenesis and frontolysis, strengthening some segments of describedin this section are displayed in the same 12ø by 12ø
subtropical fronts while weakening or dissipatingother seg- box used by Hanson et al. (74ø-62øW,22ø-34øN;Figure 1).
ments. Submesoscale (O(10) km) eddies also significantly
Monthly mean Ts fields (Figure 2) are too smooth to
affected subtropical fronts [Voorhis and Bruce, 1982]. Eddy resolve fronts, so the SFZ was the dominant frontal feature
variability is therefore largely responsiblefor the complex visually evident. Between January and May the SFZ was
horizontal spatial structure of salinity and temperature ob- generally found between 25ø and 32øN. During January, a
served in high-resolutionmaps.
large southward (northward) meander of the SFZ existed to
the west (east) of the FASINEX moorings. At this time, the
3.
MEDIUMAND LARGE-SCALE VARIABILITY
OBSERVED
SFZ crossed the FASINEX central mooring array with a
DURING FASINEX
SW-NE orientation (Figure 2). This meander pattern shifted
westward with time, with the southward meander disappear3.1.
Data Sets
ing off the western end of the domain and the northward
Several different data sets were generated to study medi- meander moving over the FASINEX moorings by April. By
um- to large-scalevariability. Analyses performed during the June, after most of the rapid seasonalwarming had occurred,
FASINEX period [Halliwell and Cornilion, 1989, 1990a, b] the SFZ weakened and shifted to the north of 30øN, while the
were performedusing Ts maps derived from 5-day compos- large-scale meanders disappeared.
ite advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR)
Monthly composites of frontal paths from B6hm [1988]
infrared imagesby binningand averagingall Ts estimatesnot (Figure 3) revealed a much more complex frontal pattern
contaminated by clouds onto a 0.25ø resolution grid, then than the monthly averaged Ts maps. Fronts were found
spatially smoothing (necessary because of the data lost due throughout the domain except for May and June, when
to clouds) to resolve wavelengths greater than 200-300 km.
strong solar heating made them more difficult to detect,
The large-scale distribution of fronts during 1982-1986 was especially in the southern part. Fewer fronts were observed
describedby BShm [1988] and E. B6hm et al. (manuscript in during January than in the following 3 months owing to
preparation, 1991), usingfrontal paths digitized directly from relatively extensive cloud cover. Prior to June, frontal paths
AVHRR images. The domain for both of these data sets was tended to be found within bands that were typically --•200km
the 11ø longitude by 10ø latitude box enclosed by the short wide and had characteristicseparationscalesof up to several
dashedlines in Figure 1. Longer-term studiesof Ts variabil- hundred kilometers. These bands can be thought of as
ity [Halliwell et al., 1991] were performed using 5-day maps regions where, over a time interval of about 1 month, there
between 1982 and 1988, derived from 5-day composite is a greater probability of encounteringa persistentTs front
AVHRR images by using objective analysis to fill gaps than elsewhere. The bands were best developed during
caused by clouds, then filtering in both space and time to February, when several well-defined bands surrounded refocus on wavelengths greater than 200 km and periods gions that were nearly free of fronts. The bands were more
greater than 50 days. Longer-term studiesof eddy forcing of diffuse in the other months. The paths of individual fronts
T• variability (G. R. Halliwell, Jr., Y.-J. Ro, and P. Cornil- within the bands were often highly convoluted over disIon, Westward propagating SST anomalies and baroclinic tances of 10-100 km. One front was usually present within a
eddies in the Sargasso Sea, 1982-1988, submitted to the band at a given time, but segmentsof these bands occasionJournal of Physical Oceanography, 1991) were performed ally contained broken and multiple fronts. The strength and
using 5-day sea surface elevation (r/) maps between Novemlocation of fronts often changed dramatically within a period
ber 19, 1986, and October 14, 1988, created by objective of one to several days, consistent with the submesoscale
analysis of Geosat data processed as described by Y.-J. Ro variability observed by Voorhis and Bruce [1982]. In conand P. Cornilion (How to reduce the geoid error from Geosat trast, frontal bands evolved much more slowly.
altimeter by use of EOF technique, submitted to Journal of
The monthly averaged vector wind stress field (Figure 4)
Atmospheric and Oceanic Technology, 1991). The longer- differed substantially from month to month. Monthly averterm studies of T• variability and eddy forcing were con- aging was sufficient to resolve the mean westward wind
ducted within the 16ø longitude by 12ø latitude box enclosed stress at 22.5øN during all months owing to the relative
by the solid lines in Figure 1, although the r/ maps were persistence of the trade winds, but it was insufficient to
confined to the region east of 71.5øW. Analyses of the resolve the mean eastward stress expected in the northern
FASINEX ship-of-opportunityexpendablebathyohermograph part of the domain because the very strong synoptic-scale (2
crosssections[Evans et al., 1986]made along the approximate days to 2 weeks) variability in the westefiies was not
path shownin Figure 1 were describedby G. R. Halliwell, Jr. averaged out. Consequently, the large-scale wind stress
(Ship-of-opportunitycross sectionsof the western North At- pattern responsible for Ekman frontogenesis can only be
lantic subtropicalconvergencezone, submittedto the Journal detected by averaging the wind stress field over a period
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Fig. 2. Monthlyaveraged
mapsof Tswithinthe12øby 12øboxduringFASINEX,derivedfromTsmapscreated
for thelong-term
analyses
(section
3.1).Thelocations
of FASINEXmoorings
(top)F1, (center)F2-F10,and(bottom)
F12 are shownby the squaresin each panel.

substantially in excess of 1 month. Wind stress curl is

expectedto be negativein the STCZ, and this wasgenerally
true duringFASINEX exceptwithinthe northernpart of the
box (Figure4). Again,averagesovera periodsubstantially
in
excessof 1 month are necessaryto resolveaccuratelythe
mean negative curl pattern. Atmosphericvariability was
dominatedby wavelengthslargerthan the analysisdomain,

western end of the domain, near 29.5ø-30.5øN in the center
of the domain, and near 29ø-30øN at the eastern end. The

mean stresshad an eastward(westward)componentin the
northern(southern)part of the domain, as expected(Figure
$). The transitionfrom eastwardto westwardcomponent
occurred near 27.$øN at the western end of the domain, and
about halfway between 27.5ø and 30øN at the eastern end,
but wavelengths less than several hundred kilometers are agreeingqualitativelywith the averageWSW-ENE trend of
poorlyresolvedin the FNOC fields[Halliwell and Cornilion, the SFZ evident in the Ts field. This suggeststhat Ekman
1990a].
frontogenesiscontributesto the generationof the SFZ. In
We averaged the fields in Figures 2 and 4 and also the eastern half of the domain, the largest negative wind
compiledthe frontalpathsin Figure3 over Januarythrough stresscurl existed substantiallyfarther to the north (31øApril (Figure 5) to see if this was adequateto detect the 33øN)than it did in the westernhalf (23ø-26øN)(Figure$). A
expectedrelationshipbetweenthe SFZ and the large-scale visual relationshipbetweenthe curl pattern and the SFZ is
wind stress field during FASINEX. The mean SFZ was not evident.

evidentas the predominantly
zonalbandof relativelylarge
Ts gradient magnitude centered between the 22ø and 23øC
isotherms. The SFZ was centered near 27ø-28øN at the

In contrastto the singlefrontal zone evident in the Ts
field, frontal pathswere very widely distributedthroughout
the entire 12øbox in the 4-monthcompilation(Figure$). The
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Fig. 3. Monthly compositesof frontal paths during FASINEX obtained from B6hm [1988]. Although they are
plotted in the 12ø by 12ø box, frontal paths were only traced in the smaller FASINEX analysisdomain. The locations
of FASINEX moorings(top) FI, (center) F2-FI0, and (bottom) FI2 are shown by the squaresin each panel.

banded structure evident in most monthly compilations was
only slightly evident owing to the temporal evolution of
bands, along with the fact that all fronts are not confinedto
the bands. When frontal paths are compiled over a time
interval sufiScientlylong to obtain a stable estimate of the
large-scalewind field responsiblefor Ekman frontogenesis,
the resulting distribution of frontal paths is no longer related
to this pattern. Other processesmust exert a stronginfluence
on the distribution

3.3.

of fronts.

Phase H Fields

Six gap-free 5-day infrared images spanningthe Phase II
period were created by filling cloud-contaminatedportions
of 4 km resolution images using objective analysis (Plate 1).
Cross-hatching denotes these interpolation regions in Plate
1. All frontal paths visible during each 5-day interval have
been overlaid onto these images.

The tendency for fronts to appear in persistent bands is
very evident in the 5-day path composites (Plate 1), since
FASINEX Phase II was conducted during the period when
the frontal bands were most clearly developed. The large
space-timevariability in the number of frontal paths within
different segmentsof the frontal bands is primarily due to
uneven sampling caused by cloudiness. The locations of
thesefrontal bandsare generallymarkedby Tsjumps in the
images (Plate 1). The unusually warm region that was
moving over the FASINEX moorings during this period is
also evident. There is an indication that frontal variability
within the bands during Phase II was temporally modulated.
Frontal variability was very small between February 25 and
March 1 (Plate l d), with a long single coherent front generally present within each band that migrated no more than
20-30 km. In contrast, the variability was much larger between
March 7 and 11 (Plate lJ), with pathsmigratingover crossband
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Wind Stress,

Wind Stress
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Fig. 4. Mapsofthemonthly
meanwindstress
vectors
andofthemonthly
meanwindstress
curlfield,derived
from
FNOCwindfields
inthe12øby12øbox.Thelocations
ofFASINEXmoorings
(top)F1,(center)
F2-F10,and(bottom)
F12areshown
bythesquares
in eachpanel.Dashed
contours
indicate
negative
values
in thisandall subsequent

countour plots.

distances
up to • 100km, andwithbrokenor multiple
fronts mixed layer thickness(assumedconstant),k is the vertical
presentin some segmentsof the frontal bands.

unitnormalvector,V is thehorizontalgradientoperator,and
x
is the wind stress.The primes denote synoptic-scale
4. DYNAMICAL PROCESSES
variability,whilethe anglebracketsdenotetemporalaveragingover a time intervallongerthan synoptic.The terms
4.1. Influenceof EkrnanFrontogenesis
are
givenin unitsof thetemporalchangeof heatcontentper
Halliwell and Cornilion[1990b]attemptedto detectstatisunit
area. The nonlinearinfluenceof the synoptic-scale
ticallytheresponse
of bothTs andtheSFZto thelarge-scale
fluctuations
on low-frequencyT• variabilitythroughthe
Ekmantransportfield. The influenceof Ekmantransport
aloneon low-frequency
Ts variabilitycanbe derivedfroma rightmostterm of (1), whichPaduanand De Szoeke[1986]
demonstrated
to be potentiallysignificantin the mid-latitude
slabmixedlayer model[e.g., Frankignoul,1985]:
westerlies,could not be accuratelyevaluatedusing5-day
maps of T• and wind stress. The influence of horizontal
Ekman transport divergenceon the entrainment rate at the

mixedlayer basehasalsobeenneglected,becauseit cannot
where the subscriptt denotestime derivative,f is the be quantifiedwithoutknowledgeof the temperature
jump
Coriolisparameter,p0 is the waterdensity(assumed
con- acrossthe mixed layer base. Despitethe neglectof these
stant), c is the specificheat at constantpressure,h is the potentiallyimportantinfluences,
anddespitethe assumption
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small becausethe seasonalminimum of T s occurred near the

- April 196

33øN

•
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-

of the 4-month

interval.

The

mean

time

derivative

term was dominated by a relatively large-scale anisotropic
banded structure, with the major axis oriented SW-NE. In
contrast, the Ekman term qualitatively resembled the theoretically expected pattern, producing cooling in the north
due to southward transport and warming in the south due to
northward transport (Figure 6). The time derivative term of
(1) was about 3 times larger in magnitude than the Ekman
term. The Ekman term was acting to maintain the SFZ
during FASINEX, but other processes obviously exert the
dominant influenceon Ts at the scalesresolved in Figure 6.
To test if the relationship between these two terms is
detectable at very large zonal scales, the two terms graphed
in Figure 6 were zonally averaged across the entire analysis
domain [Halliwell and Cornilion, 1990b]. These zonally
averagedterms, alongwith zonally averagedT•, are graphed
as a function of latitude in Figure 7, with mean meridional
trends removed to emphasize their meridional structures.
The zonally averaged subtropical front is confined between
about 28.5ø and 31.5øN, with the largest negative 4-month

meanof zonallyaveragedT•y locatedat 29.4øN.From the
time derivative term, a latitude band existed between about
28ø and 29øN, roughly 1ø south of the largest negative mean

24.øN
.

.

zonallyaveragedTsy, wherethe negativegradientincreased
in magnitude over the 4-month interval. The zonally averaged SFZ was therefore tending to shift southward with time
during this interval [Halliwell and Cornilion, 1990b]. Although the two terms in Figure 6 had very dissimilar twodimensional structure within the analysis domain, the zonally averaged terms had some similarities in meridional
structure (Figure 7). In particular, the zonally averaged
Ekman term was acting to increase the magnitude of nega-

tive zonallyaveragedTsy mostrapidlybetweenabout28ø
and 29øN, the latitude band where the maximum rate of
change was actually observed. However, the Ekman term
did underestimate the magnitude of this rate of change. The
similarities

Longitude
Fig. 5. (Top) The map of mean Ts, (center)the compositeof all
frontal paths, and (bottom) the map of mean wind stresscurl along
with mean wind stressvectors for January through April in the 12ø
by 12øbox. The locations of FASINEX moorings (top) F1, (center)
F2-F10, and (bottom) F12 are shown by the squaresin each panel.

influence

4.2.

of constanth, useful resultswere obtained by analyzing the
balance given by the first two terms of (1), referred to as the
time derivative and Ekman terms [Halliwell and Cornilion,

in the meridional

structure

of the two terms are

only suggestiveof the SFZ responding to Ekman frontogenesis. A more extensive data set must be analyzed to
validate this relationship statistically and also to determine if
other processessuch as those in the frontogenesis models of
Cushman-Roisin [1984] and De Ruijter [1983] significantly
the SFZ.

Westward Propagating Ts Anomaly Features

The westward propagatingT s anomaly features identified
by Halliwell and Cornilion [1989] were responsible for the
apparent westward shift of the wavy isotherm pattern in
1990b].
Figure 2 (section 3.2), and it was the propagation of these
Calculations were performed over the period between features that masked the influence of the large-scale Ekman
mid-January and mid-May 1986, which is prior to the onset transportfield on T• and the SFZ. To illustrate the structure
of rapid seasonalwarming and a period when the assumption of these features, 5-day anomaly maps of Ts (Tsa) were
of constant h was not too unreasonable(Halliwell, submitted produced using the T• maps created for the long-term
manuscript, 1991). Averaging over 4 months was also re- analysesby first calculating and removing the 7-year average
quired to obtain a stable estimateof the large-scale"mean"
seasonalcycle. A new set of anomaly maps (T'sa)were then
wind stresspattern responsiblefor Ekman frontogenesis,as produced by removing linear trends from each Tsa map.
discussedin section3.2. Four-month averagedmaps of the Maps of T'safor the 5-day time intervals centeredon January
time derivative and Ekman terms (Figure 6) show that they 13 and March 14, 1986 (Figure 8) show that the magnitudes
were spatially uncorrelated with each other. The averaged of the anomaly features sometimes exceeded +_IøC, and that
time derivative of T• equalsthe final minusinitial T• field, the features were anisotropic, with a SW-NE major axis
and the contribution of the seasonalcycle to this term was orientation. The characteristic wavelength and periods of
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32N

28N

24N

a. 10-14February1986

6E,
D

b. 15-19February1986

521.1 2•N

c. 20-24 February1986

oo['

.._ ! 28N

d. 25 February-1 March 1986

32N

28N

24N

b2tt 28N
e. 2-6 March

1986

.2D -'SN
f. 7-11 March 1986

Plate 1. Five-day compositeAVHRR images,with all frontal paths observedwithin each time interval superimposed,duringFASINEX PhaseII. Diagonalcrosshatching
outlinesregionswhere data were contaminatedby clouds
andreplacedby estimatesusingthree-dimensional
optimuminterpolation.The 12øby 12øbox usedin Figures2 through
5 is outlined.
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Fig. 6. Contour plots of the first two terms (the time derivative and Ekman terms) of equation (1) averaged between
mid-Januaryand mid-May 1986 within the FASINEX analysisdomain (Figure 1), using the Ts maps created for the

FASINEX analyses(section3.1). The latitudeof maximumIVTslacrossthe domainassociated
with the SFZ is traced
by the long dashedline. (Adapted from Ha!!iwell and Cornilion [1990b, Figure 2]).

these features were •-800 km (minor axis direction) and
•200 days [Halliwell and Cornilion, 1989; Halliwell et al.,
1991]. They propagatedin a predominantelywestward direc-

tionat 3-4kmd-•. It isevident
fromtheJanuary
13mapthat
the central FASINEX mooring array was deployed between
two strong anomaly features: a warm feature located to the
east and northeast

and a cold feature located to the west and

northwest. By March, these features had shifted westward,
so that the FASINEX moorings were located well within the
warm

feature.

(a)

(b)

(e)

32'N

$0*N

"• 28'N

The 4-month averaged time derivative term (Figure 6) had
approximately the same major axis orientation (SW-NE) as
the T'sa field (Figure 8). The westward march of these
features can account for the structure and magnitude of this
term, since the averaging interval was close to one-half
period. It was thus the physical processes generating the
westward propagatinganomaly features that were primarily
responsiblefor maskingthe influence of Ekman transport on
the SFZ. Zonally averaging the two terms in Figure 6 may
have exposed a relationship between them because they
were averaged over two to three anomaly features, largely
cancelling their influence.
A contour plot of T'sa(x, Yo, t) prepared from the 7-year
data set illustrates the life history of the FASINEX anomaly
features at Y0 = 28øN (Figure 9). Westward propagationis
visually evident from October 1985 through June 1986. In
particular, the cold and warm features located near the
FASINEX moorings in early 1986 (Figure 8) were in existence throughout this 9-month interval. The zonal scales and
amplitudes of these two features both increased substantially
at the beginning of January; otherwise, their properties
remained fairly constant with time.
The warm-anomaly feature that propagated over the
FASINEX moorings had a large influence on the upper
ocean heat content.

26'N

24.*N

22'N

-0.3

0.0

0.3

-4

0

4

-4

0

4

Amp lit•zde

A time series of the heat content

at 28øN

(Figure 10) along the ship-of-opportunity path (Figure 1)
between the surface and a depth just beneath the layer
significantlyinfluencedby the seasonalcycle (160 m) shows
that the seasonal cycle dominated as expected from June
1984 to December 1985, with the largest (smallest) heat
content occurring at the end of summer (winter). However,
the passage of the warm-anomaly feature during the
FASINEX

winter caused the heat content to reach the levels

observed during the previous two summers. This heat content was anomalously large during winter 1986 because
isothermsin the seasonalthermocline were displaceddownward by up to 60 m (Halliwell, submitted manuscript, 1991),
zonallyaveraged
Tsyin panela, assumed
to be thecentrallatitude
and because the temperature within the mixed layer was
of the zonally averaged SFZ, is shown by the horizontal solid line.
[From Halliwell and Cornilion [1990b, Figure 7].
about IøC warmer than normal during this winter [Halliwell

Fig. 7. (a) Zonal averagesof Ts, along with (b) the time derivative and (c) the Ekman term contoured in Figure 6, with mean
meridional trends removed. The latitude of maximum negative mean
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Fig.8. Maps
ofT•aandVTsl
forJanuary
13andMarch
14,1986,
calculated
using
theTsmaps
created
forthe
long-term
analyses
(section
3.l) andcontoured
within
thelong-term
analysis
domain
(Figure
1).A minimum
contour

threshold
was
setforIVTsl
tooutline
only
thestronger
frontal
bands.
Thelocations
ofFASINEX
moorings
(top)
F1,
(center)
F2-F10,
and(bottom)
F12areshown
bythesquares
meach
panel.
Theprimary
ship-of-opportunity
track

(Halliwcll,
submitted
manuscript,
1991)
isshown
bythesolidstraight
lines.

Tsa at 28øN (øC)

.o.,

76'W

75øW

70ow

67ow

64ow

61øW

Longitude

Fig.9. Contour
plotofT[a(x,Y0,t)atY0= 28øN
from
August
1985
through
September
1986,
calculated
using
the
Ts mapscreatedfor thelong-term
analyses
(section3.1).
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ture, but the central positivecorrelationridge, which containsstatisticallysignificant(to 95% confidence)
correlation
values,is displacedtoward negativespaceand time lags.

Thisdisplacement
is consistent
with warm(cold)anomalies
beinglocatedto the west(east)of topographic
highs,where
warm (cold) water is being meridionallyadvectedacross

x

28.5øN by the eddies.
-1•

Halliwell et al. (submittedmanuscript,1991)demonstrated
that forcing by horizontal eddy geostrophiccurrents accountedfor manyof the observedpropertiesof the anomaly

-

1984

1985

1986

response.
Theydemonstrated
thatthe relativelylargeanom-

between26ø and 32øNwas partly due to the
Fig. 10. The totalheatcontentabovea depthof 160m [Q-160 aly response
(t)], theapproximate
depthbelowwhichthe seasonal
cyclewasnot relatively
largemeannegativeTsythere.Theyalsodemonfelt, betweenmid-1984andmid-1986,graphedwiththe meanvalue strated that other factors contributed to the confinement of
removed. Estimatesof the heat contentare shownfor the times of 22

the westwardpropagating
anomaliesbetween26øand 32øN.
First,barocliniceddyvariabilityat wavelengths
of •800 km
andperiodsof •200 dayswas alsoconfinedto the STCZ.
Second,the temporalpersistenceof eddy featuresat this
wavelength
and periodwas relativelylarge, so anomalies
and Cornilion,1989]and morethan2øCwarmerthan it was
with this wavelengthand period were relativelypersistent

XBT crosssectionsanalyzedby Halliwel!(submittedmanuscript,
1991).

during the previous winter.

The typicality of these westwardpropagatingsurface
anomalyfeatureswasassessed
by Halliwellet al. (submitted
manuscript,1991).Propagating
featureswere not evident
duringany of the summersbetween1982and 1988.They
appeared
duringfall andpersisted
upto severalmonths,with
1981-1982 and 1985-1986 (FASINEX)

being the two seasons

and thus easier to detect above the noise. Eddy persistence
as a function of latitude is illustrated in Figure 13 by the

temporalpersistence
scale,essentially
the temporalcorrelation scale that would be estimated by an observer propagat-

ingwestwardat the phasepropagation
speed.The "mean"
winter SFZ between late 1986 and late 1988 is evident

between26øand 32øN, where the mean negativeT s gradient

with the longestpersistence
(over7 monthsfor someindiisrelativelylarge(Figure13).The eddytemporalpersistence
vidualanomalyfeatures).The shortestpersistence
occurred
scalewithin this band is 2-3 times larger than to the north or
during1984-1985,when individualfeaturespersistedfor
only 1-2 months.The featureswere anisotropic,except
during one year (1986-1987),and they had wavelengths
between 700 and more than 1200 km in the minor axis

1982-1988

direction(which rangedbetweenE-W and NW-SE from
yearto year)andperiodsbetween175and275days.To the
east of 71øW,away from the westernboundaryinfluence,

I

I

I

I

I

I

,

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

i

i

i

theypropagated
almost
duewestward
at3-4kmd-1. They
were primarilyconfinedbetween26ø and 32øN,whichis
illustratedhere by displayingtwo-dimensional
longitude-

o.o;.'-.'.'.::

time autocorrelationfunctions of T'sa (x, Yo, t) at three

differentlatitudesY0 (33ø,28ø,and23øN).The highlyelongatedcentralpositivecorrelationpeakat 28øN(Figure11)
reveals the dominance of westward phase propagation at
that latitude. In contrast, westward phase propagationis

I

•

I

I

I

I

I

I

0.5

onlyslightlyevidentat 33øNandis notevidentat all at 23øN.

O

',.

4.3. AnomalyForcing by BaroclinicEddies

The relationshipbetweenbarocliniceddiesand Ts anomalies was quantifiedby Halliwell et al. (submittedmanu-

script,1991),usinga setof r/' mapsproduced
by removing

--

are baroclinic was verified by Halliwell [1991] using the

FASINEX ship-of-opportunity
XBT dataand supported
by
zonal-timeautospectraof r/' presentedby Halliwell et al.
(submittedmanuscript,1991).The statisticalcouplingbe-

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

_

the lineartrendfrom eachr/map. The fact that theseeddies

-

•o.o

•

0.5
- •o o-.---"-"""--"

tween eddies and anomalies from November 1986 to October

1988is illustratedusingzonal time correlationanalysisof

T'saandr/' at 28.5øN(Figure12),whichwasthelatitudeof
maximum correlation between the two fields. The two auto-

correlationfunctionsare very similarin structure,indicating
that variability in both fields is dominatedby the same

-0.5

,•.,,.-•"-•

.0

•o.

)•

i

i

-5

i

i

i

i

I

i

i

i

i

i

0

Zor•(•t /,(•g (deg [or0

wavelengths,periods,and westwardpropagationspeeds. Fig. 11. Zonal-timeautocorrelation
functions
of T[a (x, Y0, t) at
overthetimeinterval1982-1988.
The cross-correlation function also has very similar struc- Y0= 33ø,28ø,and23øN,calculated
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Z8.5øN 11/86 - 10/88
0.5

linearized
modelsof theinteraction
betweenRossbywaves
and mean current are no longer relevant. The transition
wave numberbelow which wave dynamicsbecomesdominantover nonlineardynamics[e.g., Killworth, 1979;Haid-

vogel,1983],
kT = (/3/2U)l/e,estimated
using
a characteristicrmsamplitude
of 0.1 m s-• to represent
the current
speedU in thisregion[e.g., Brink, 1989],indicatesthat the
transition
wavelength
is about600km. Thesedynamics
are
furtherdiscussed
by Halliwellet al. (submitted
manuscript,

0.0

1991).They also discussother dynamicalmechanisms
that

couldproducemeridionalvariabilityin eddyproperties,
suchas instabilities
of the meancurrentfieldandRossby
waverefraction
dueto meancurrentshear.Considering
the
lattermechanism,
Chang[1990]and ChangandPhilander
[1990]demonstrate
howa predominantly
zonalmeancurrent

-0.5
0.5

pattern alternatingbetween eastward and westward flow can
trap Rossbywave energywithin well-definedlatitudebands.
Another important question concerns the mechanisms

0.0

responsible
forthemeancurrentpatternwithintheSargasso
Sea, most specificallythe band of mean eastwardcurrent.
The meridionaldensitygradientpatterndueto the existence
of the meanSFZ contributesto meaneastwardcurrentshear
-0.5

withinthe upper100-200m. However,evidence
suggests
thatotherdynamical
processes
areprobably
important.
For

0.5

example, eastward mean flow extends downward into the

mainthermocline,muchdeeperthan the directinfluenceof

meridional
Ekmantransporton Ts anddensity.Also,the 0to 1000-dbar
meandynamictopography
mappresented
by
Olsonet al. [1984,Figure10],alongwiththe 100-to 700-dbar
map presentedby Stommelet al. [1976, Figure2], both
indicate
thattheeastward
current
andassociated
zonalridge

0.0

in dynamictopographyto the southcouldto someextentbe
consideredan extension of the Gulf Stream recirculation.

-0.5

This impliesthat westernboundaryprocesses
could be
-400

Zo•

0

400

involved
in setting
upthiscurrent.Another
possibility
isthat

œ•g

11/86 - 10/88

Fig. 12. Zonal-time
autocorrelation
functions
of(top)Ts(x,y0,

t) and (center),1' (x, Y0, t) (bottom)and the zonal-timecross-

correlation
function
between
•'(x, Yo,t) andTs (x, Yo,t)at Y0=

•/' Zonal
Propagation

Winter

28.5øNoverthetimeintervalNovember
1986through
October1988.
(Adapted
fromHalliwellet al. (submitted
manuscript,
1991,Figure

Mean Tsy

3)).

•/' Temporal
Persistence

Velocity

Scale

34ON 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,

, I , I , I , I ,
_

.

32'N
.

south.Also,the westwardpropagation
speedof the eddy
field was 2-3 timeslargeroutsideof than within the STCZ
(Figure 13).

.

30øN

•

'

Halliwellet al. (submitted
manuscript,
1991)speculated .• 28ON
thateddy/mean-current
interaction
processes
maybelargely ,.q
26ON
responsible
for the observed
meridional
variabilityof eddy
properties.Shearin the predominantly
zonalmeancurrent
patternof the Sargasso
Sea(section2) produces
significant

.

.
.

.

24'N
.

meridional
variability
in thebackground
potential
vorticity
gradient.Halliwellet al. (submitted
manuscript,
1991)demonstrated,usinga simplelinearizedreducedgravitymodel,
thatthepredicted
meridional
variability
in thezonaldisper-

sionproperties
of baroclinic
Rossby
wavemodes
canqualitatively accountfor someof the observedmeridionalvail-
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days

Fig.13. Meridional
profiles
of (left)winter
mean
Tsy
, (center)

thezonalphase
propagation
velocityof ,1',and(fight)thetemporal

abilityofeddyproperties,
primarily
foreddyvariability
with persistencescale of ,1' over the time interval November 1986
wavelengths
exceeding
=500km.Theagreement
wasprima- throughOctober1988.The latter two functionswere estimatedfrom
autocorrelation
functions
of ,1', andthe gapin zonal
rily limitedto longerwavelengths,
because
nonlineareffects zonal-time
propagation
velocityat 25.5øNoccursbecausewestwardphase
becomeso dominant
at smallerwavelengths
that simple propagationwas nearly undetectablethere.
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the eddy field is providing energy to the mean currents. Eriksen et al., this issue]. Horizontal current variability due
Sorting out these questionswill require adequate subsurface to these smaller eddies will force frontal variability relatively
data to test appropriate models.
effectively within the frontal bands owing to the larger
gradient magnitudes present there. Samelson and Paulson
4.4. Frontal Variability
[1988] noted that the influence of eddy variability on upper
In coarse-resolutionmaps of Ts, such as in Figure 5, the ocean temperature in the eastern North Pacific SFZ exlarge-scale SFZ is the only identifiable frontal structure tended down to wavelengths near 10 km. The influence of
present from fall through spring. The next-finer frontal the atmosphere on frontogenesis appears to be comparastructures in the Sargasso Sea become visible in contour tively weak throughout the wave number range of this eddy
plotsof IVTsl,suchas the onefor February1986presented variability, although as the O(1) to O(10) km frontal scales
in Figure14. Interconnected
bandsof relativelylargeIVTsl are approached, air-sea interaction is modified by the presareevidentthattendto be strongest
(IVTslthelargest)within ence of the oceanic fronts [e.g., Friehe et al., this issue;
the SFZ. These are essentially the same bands within which Weller et al., this issue], and may have a potentially signifthe monthly compilation of frontal paths are concentrated icant influence on the fronts at these scales.
The frontal bands tend to propagate with the associated
(Figure 3). Two stepsleading to eventual frontogenesishave
thus been identified. The predominantly zonal band of anomaly features, although the propagation of the bands is
enhancedbackgroundTs gradientsassociatedwith the SFZ relatively difficult to follow, since they appear in derivatives
is set up first, in part due to Ekman frontogenesis. Other of the Ts field.To illustratethis, IVT, I havebeencontoured
processesthen act to enhanceTs gradientmagnitudewithin in Figure 8 at the times of the correspondingT'samaps, but
the interconnected
bands.
with a minimum contour level set to outline only the stronger
It is within these bands that strong fronts tend to form. frontal bands. The strongest segments of these bands exist
Consequently, the processes responsible for creating the where they separatea warm feature to the south from a cold
bandsof large IVTslform a vital link in the formationof feature to the north. The strong segment with a SW-NE
subtropicalfronts. It is the baroclinic eddiesresponsiblefor orientation evident between about 69ø and 72øW, which
the propagatingTs anomaliesbetween26øand 32øNthat are contained the strong front across which the FASINEX
primarily responsible for producing these organized frontal central mooring array was deployed [Weller, this issue], is
bands. Comparison of Figures 8 and 14 indicates that the evident on January 13. This segment shifted northwestward
frontal bands tend to be found around the peripheries of the with time, along with the strongfront within it, to be located
warm- and cold-anomaly features. This pattern is consistent •2 ø to the north of the central mooring array during
with frontogenesis that arises owing to deformation present FASINEX Phase II, as shown by the March 14 position
in the horizontal eddy current field. Halliwell [1991] esti- (Figure 8). This apparent northwestward propagation apmated that a characteristicdeformation rate of 10-6 s- 1 due pears to be related to the westward propagation of the
to horizontal eddy currents at the •200-km scales of the large-scaleanomaly features, given the SW-NE orientation
frontal bandsactedto enhanceTs gradientmagnitudewithin of the strong frontal band. The large-scale wind field was not
the bands. The frontogenesismodel of MacVean and Woods responsiblefor the propagation of this frontal band. Halli[1980] predicts that this deformation rate will lead to the well and Cornilion [1990b] showed that the large-scale Ekformation of a density discontinuity (front) in 1-2 months, man transport field was acting to shift the fronts near the
consistent with the observed long periods of frontal band FASINEX site toward the south on average, not toward the
variability. Smaller eddies that can produce deformation west or northwest as observed.

ratesequaling
or exceeding
10-5 s-1, andthuscanleadto
the formation of fronts within a few days [MacVean and
Woods, 1980], are undoubtedly responsible for the observed
smaller-scale, short-period variability of fronts [e.g., Voorhis et al., 1976; Voorhis and Bruce, 1982; Pollard, 1986;

4.5.

Remote Atmospheric Forcing

Fig. 14. •ap o• average•
February1986,with ridgeso•
la•gc•T•I tracedby the thick solidlines,calculatedusingthe T•

If the Ts anomalyfeaturesare at least partly driven by an
underlying baroclinic eddy field, then remote atmospheric
forcing could indirectly influence the surface anomaly field if
the underlying eddies are partly driven by this forcing.
Eddies can be forced by atmospheric variability in the open
ocean [Mfiller and Frankignoul, 1981; at the eastern boundary [e.g., Cummins et al., 1986], or over the mid-Atlantic
ridge [Barnier, 1988].
Observational evidence of remote atmospheric forcing
[Brink, 1989] was obtained in the FASINEX region using the
long-term FASINEX mooringsF1 and F12 (Figure 1). Periods shorter than about 50 days were resolved in these
analyses,so the resultsdo not directly apply to the dominant
baroclinic eddies that forced the westward propagating Ts
anomalies.At these periods, simple modelsfor flat-bottomed
oceans predict that the ocean response should consist of
barotropic Rossby waves. Price and Rossby [1982] detected
variability due to barotropic Rossby waves in the Sargasso
Sea with periods of several tens of days using Lagrangian
current measurements. However, the current response at F1

maps c•½ated•o• the ]ong-te•m analyses (section 3. l).

and F12 was surface intensified and associated with isotherm

IVTsl , February 1986
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fluctuations. This was attributed in part to the influence of
topography on Rossby wave modes [Brink, 1989]. A simple
linear model qualitatively predicted someof the properties of
the responsebut significantlyunderestimatedthe amplitude
[Brink, 1989]. Similar results were obtained in the eastern
North Atlantic by Satnelson [1990]. These studies confirm
that remote atmospheric forcing will have to be considered
in studies of medium- and large-scale oceanic variability.
5.

SUMMARY

The formation of subtropical fronts was strongly modulated by baroclinic eddies at medium and large scales. The
first step toward frontogenesisis the enhancementof meridional Ts gradientsbetween about 26ø and 32øN, due at least
in part to Ekman frontogenesis caused by the large-scale
"mean" wind stress field. Eddy with wavelengths of •800
km and periods of •200 days are relatively effective at
forcing T s variability within the STCZ, becausethis eddy
variability is confined to the STCZ and because the large
mean meridional Ts gradient there allows horizontal eddy
currents to force relatively strong anomalies. These eddies
generate bands of enhanced Ts gradient magnitude that are
•200 km wide and separated by up to several hundred
kilometers through deformation in the horizontal current
field. Smaller-scale

eddies then exert the dominant influence

on frontogenesis and frontolysis within these bands. The
eddy-generatedbands of enhanced Ts gradient magnitude
are where strong fronts evident in AVHRR images are most
likely to form. Westward propagation of the medium- and
large-scale eddy/anomaly/frontal-band pattern exerted a significant influence on FASINEX measurementsby producing
an apparent northwestward shift of oceanic fronts that had a
SW-NE orientation. This orientation, which is noted by
Eriksen et al. [this issue], was apparently imposed by the

horizontal structureof the eddy-forcedTs anomalyfeatures,
which were anisotropic during FASINEX, with a SW-NE
major axis orientation. The propagation of a warm-anomaly
feature past the FASINEX moorings during most of the
experiment produced very warm conditions in the upper
ocean. Successfultheories of the formation and variability of
subtropical fronts must consider the influence of the eddy
field over a very wide range of wavelengths. The largest
eddies that influence frontal variability are themselves apparently influenced by shear in the large-scale mean current
pattern, which is itself influenced in part by the mean
large-scale meridional density gradients associatedwith the
mean SFZ. At the medium to large scales resolved in the
present analyses, frontogenesisinvolved a complex interaction among the large-scale Ekman transport pattern, the
mean current pattern, the oceanic baroclinic eddy field, and
the mixed layer. We were only able to test some of the
dynamical processesleading to this complex interaction.
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